HORRIFYING MURDER AT KALGOORLIE

TWO DETECTIVES BRUTALLY BUTCHEDERED — TRAGIC FATE OF INSPECTOR WALSH AND SERGEANT PITMAN — FRIGHTFULLY MUTULIZED BODIES DISCOVERED IN ABANDONED SHAFT — POLICE ON TRAIL OF THE MURDERERS — AN EXTRAORDINARY COINCIDENCE — EX-DETective OF THE GOLD-STEALING DETECTION STAFF SUCCUMBS — SESSATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS EXPECTED.

The shaft where the murdered members of the murdered men were discovered.

The remains, after being recovered from the shaft, laid out on fichers-cloth. This picture gives a good idea of the surrounding country.

THE DECLARED DETECTIVES.

Detective-Inspector Welsh (on the left) and Detective-Sgt. Pitman.

A FURTHER DECEIT

Notices at Bowden.

The police issued their first Notice at Bowden, promising a reward of £100 for the information leading to the arrest of the two murderer, who were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, and stating that a reward of £100 would be paid to the person who, within a week from the date of the notice, brought the murderer to the police. The notice was issued in the presence of the inspector, and was signed by the chief of police.

The notice was signed by the chief of police, who stated that the murderer, who were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, and stated that a reward of £100 would be paid to the person who, within a week from the date of the notice, brought the murderer to the police.

SOME OF THE ORIGINALL GOLD-STEALING DETECTION STAFF.

The original gold-stealing detection staff, who operated in the Kalgoorlie district, were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, and stated that a reward of £100 would be paid to the person who, within a week from the date of the notice, brought the murderer to the police.

The notice was signed by the chief of police, who stated that the murderer, who were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, were known to have been in the vicinity of the shaft, and stated that a reward of £100 would be paid to the person who, within a week from the date of the notice, brought the murderer to the police.

MARINE MISHAPS

TWO DISABLED STEAMERS WRECKED AT STIRLING TONGS TO THE BEACH

N.S.W. COAL STRIKE

TROUGH FOR THE EFFECTS OF THE STRIKE

ARAMWAYS TIFT

RUNUPS SAGRED FOR THE COAL STRIKE

TERRORISM IN THE CAPITALS